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The 
Postscript

Students react to recent 
events in Baltimore City

Police brutality has been a major issue 
in the United States for a long time. But 
during the week of April 27, the issue be-
came harder for Baltimoreans to avoid, due 
to the death of Freddie Gray. When events 
like these occur, the Park community has 
the opportunity to educate itself on topics 
outside of the classroom. With Baltimore 
suddenly in the national spotlight, reactions 
range from students having major questions, 
to being completely unaware of what is hap-
pening. In response to Gray’s death and the 
protests that followed, initiatives at Park 
have begun to surface.

Faculty members have been doing re-
lentless work behind the scenes in order to 
spark discussion. Kaliq Simms, Director of 
Diversity and Multicultural Education, said, 
“The first step to these conversations is to 
listen to what the community had to say, in 
order to find out what kind of support the 
students, teachers, and parents needed.” She 
also worked on spreading the word about 
rally opportunities and service opportuni-
ties, and also facilitating the conversations 
to offer a more personal level of support. 

When working in a school with students 
aged K-12, it is very important to figure out 
how to include all grades and levels of in-
terpretation the students might be dealing 
with. In the Lower School, there is a much 
different approach than one might take with 
the Upper School. “In the Lower School, 
there was a lot of curiosity and questions, 
and the most important aspect was to make 
sure the students felt heard, and to also have 
a level of comfort with their teachers and 
classmates,” Simms said. This is an attempt 
to give the students a safe space to discuss 
difficult and possibly confusing topics. In 
both the Middle and Upper Schools, there 

was a wide range of exposure to the events 
and reactionary emotions. “Some were re-
luctant, and everyone in general had differ-
ent emotions and comfort levels,” she said. 
“In the Upper School there were some very 
strong conversations.” 

Outside of the classroom, students were 
given other opportunities to participate in 
these discussions. Broadening the Conver-
sation About Race took on the topic at their 
weekly M block meetings. There were many 
facets for faculty to participate in, giving 
them the chance to figure out how they can 
integrate these topics into their classes. 

Over a dozen Park students engaged in 
peaceful rallies following violence. Paige 
McDonald ’17 went downtown on Saturday 
May 2 with a group of kids from Gilman 
and Bryn Mawr who all got together to go 
to a rally. Grace Greene, Bryn Mawr senior, 
organized a group of kids, through Face-
book, who wanted to participate. “We were 
towards the front of the group of people, 
and when you turned around, there were 
blocks and blocks of people entirely filling 
the streets. It was incredible,” Greene said. 
McDonald explained how some people were 
having good discussions, but there were a 
lot of people who refused to speak based on 
their discomfort. “It’s important to get out 
of your comfort zone. Let’s not let these 
conversations die out; these should be daily 
discussions,” she said. 

Park students and faculty are being chal-
lenged by these complicated and controver-
sial topics, and are frequently judged for 
talking and never doing anything. But, it’s 
important for educational conversations to 
occur before the school gets too far ahead 
of itself.

photo by N. Blau ’18

by Atira Koikoi ’17

photos courtesy J. Berns-Zieve ’15

Seniors E. Cody 
and K. Tildon 
(above) attended 
one of several 
protests against 
police brutal-
ity. A group of 
protesters (left) 
march from 
Penn Station to 
City Hall.

See Page 4 for commentary.

Diana Lee Fox ’75 Resident Artist Michael Owen worked with students during class and after school to design and paint a mural on the Lower School play-
ground. Owen previously created the Baltimore Love project, a series of 20 murals painted throughout the city. 
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The lessons of Junior year
It’s easy to hate yourself in high 

school—especially during junior year. 
A combination of social and academic 
stress, with the looming prospect of 
college applications, will push any 
student to his or her breaking point. 
Still, this pressure has its benefits. As 
our junior year comes to a close, we 
feel it would be appropriate to share 
some of the various lessons we have 
learned.

A big part of high school is trying 
out everything you find interesting, to 
see what sticks. Having a schedule ful-
ly booked with a dozen clubs is great 
during freshman and sophomore year-
it gives you a chance to find where 
your interests lie. 

But once you are crunched for time, 
you will realize that it is impossible 
to do it all. Finding passions is defi-
nitely integral to your enjoyment of 
the stressful year. Choose one or two 
activities which you enjoy, and com-
mit yourself to them. While grades, 
friends, and college aspirations can 
fluctuate, true interests can last for the 
rest of your life.

Each of us has had our fair share 
of setbacks this year. From failing a 
calculus test, to suffering an athletic 
injury, to dealing with a family trag-
edy, there have been moments when 

our confidence has been shaken. Yet 
letting individual failures shake your 
confidence in your own abilities is a 
mistake. Just because you struggled on 
a test does not mean you are incapable 
of understanding a subject. Recognize 
that everyone at some point has faced 
or will face the same challenges, and 
do not get blown off course. Maintain-
ing confidence is the first step to being 
successful.

With all of the aforementioned 
stress, the people you surround your-
self with can nearly determine your 
happiness. Having a group of support-
ive, cool (in your eyes), and relatable 
friends is important, but it is also ben-
eficial to branch outside of your im-
mediate social circle. Even though the 
lines seem to be so demarcated, they 
are actually traversable with relative 
ease. For example, talking to students 
who are older than you can be valuable 
for finding advice on what classes to 
take or any other issue that may arise. 
A good mix of friends is always ben-
eficial. 

School won’t always be easy. But 
you will find that you don’t just learn 
in a classroom. The experiences from 
difficult times will teach you lessons 
that will stay with you beyond your 
time at Park.

Letters to the Editors

I appreciate the criticism and encourage 
the curiosity about the Student Government.  
in the article “Student Senate lacks trans-
parency” written by Daniel Budai ’15. As 
the article mentioned, the Senate does some 
great things, but without transparency and 
tangible products, it is easy to think that the 
Senate is an ineffective and insular group. In 
a school that values its students so greatly, it 
is unfortunate that the Student Government 
is perceived in this light, and it is my prior-
ity to further its reach into student life and 
improve communication. 

One of the most essential aspects of the 
Student Senate is representation. In every 
department, committee, and task force, stu-
dents are present to voice the opinions of 
their peers. The transparency of the senate 
is largely the responsibility of the senators, 
who are should report on the proceedings 
of Senate to their grades in class meetings. 

I hope that next year when the Senate 
completes more exciting and important 
projects, Senators will be more motivated to —Council President Cole Simon ’16

Respect the Student Senate

Volunteering is overlooked
On Thursday, May 21, members of the 

class of 2016 were given a choice: they 
could either volunteer at an urban farm in 
Baltimore City or spend the day relaxing on 
the shores of Gunpowder Falls State Park. 
Additionally, 19, students chose the unstated 
third option and stayed home from school 
altogether. 

On Thursday morning, I boarded a school 
bus and headed to East Baltimore with 18 
of my peers, a paltry number. We spent the 
morning laying mulch and weeding the fruit 
and vegetable beds of the Real Food Farm, 
an organization that sells its fresh produce at 
an affordable price to community members 
and aims to improve the area’s access to 
healthy food.  

Looking around from where we worked, 
there were just two occupied houses on the 
three-block span of the urban farm—the rest 
were vacant and boarded up. There were two 
non-residential buildings as well: one was 
a liquor store, and the other had previously 
housed “Baltimore Rising Star Academy,” 
a school for female students with children, 
before it closed its doors in 2012. 

It wasn’t drastic or heroic work that 
we did, but it contributed to an effort that 

share our progress. Communication between 
the student body and Senate could also be 
improved next year with more frequent pub-
lications in Postscript, announcements at 
assembly, emails, TV messages and events. 
Council plans to hold some town hall style 
meetings during assembly next year as a 
platform for presenting, brainstorming and 
debating ideas for the senate to act upon. 

I agree in the underlying notion that the 
Senate has become too separate from the 
rest of the school and I will work toward a 
more productive group that creates visible 
change. The more interest and involvement 
there is is Student Senate, the more powerful 
and constructive the body can be. 

By communicating more effectively 
about the activity-funding, decision-making 
and representation of our government, we 
strive to be a better Senate. And, as always, 
we strongly encourage everyone to attend 
our Thursday X meetings in room 353.

helps our fellow citizens of Baltimore and 
exposed us to an area that many of us had 
never seen. 

It saddened me deeply that fewer than 
half of my classmates chose this volunteer 
option. It was disheartening to see that many 
of my peers would rather just go to a beach, 
especially with the death of Freddie Gray 
still so fresh in the city’s memory. At school, 
many people seem genuinely interested in 
being the “white ally” and trying to do as 
much as they can for the community, but 
when push comes to shove, they choose the 
easy way out.

On Park’s website, it says, “to achieve a 
richer understanding of the world, one must 
participate in it. Park strives to provide mul-
tiple opportunities for community members 
to identify and address issues of public con-
cern, and to find ways to get involved.”  

But when these service-oriented oppor-
tunities are pitted against fun and frivolous 
ones, many kids will skimp on the service, 
regardless of the positive expectations that 
Park has for its students. 

—Campbell Knobloch ’16

cartoon by Leah Smith ’16
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The Carnival Sanchez Hernandez joins
US science department

In early May, students were surprised to 
see a new name on the long-awaited block 
schedule: Sanchez.

Jose Sanchez Hernandez was recently 
hired to fill the physics position opened 
when Dorrie Bright decided to transfer to 
the Upper School front desk.  Science de-
partment chair Bob Carter led the process 
in hiring Sanchez Hernandez. 

Carter and the department were looking 
for a teacher “not only interested in physics, 
but in ninth graders.” He stressed the point 
about choosing a teacher in part by tempera-
ment. “People who seemed really interested 
in teaching the highest level of physics were 
not as appealing to us,” he said.  

After receiving resumes from all over 
the country, Carter began to narrow down 
the list to his favorite candidates until he 
got the three strongest. “I called about six 
or seven people [who] interested me, and 
the people I liked the most over the phone I 
invited to come see us. Carter had them meet 
with faculty, with administrators, and most 
importantly, “[have] lunch with a group of 
students and teach a class.”  

The science department faculty then sat 
down and talked about the strengths and 
weaknesses of each candidate.  Carter said 

Sanchez Hernandez was always a top con-
tender.  “After Jose came in, most people 
felt that he would be good for us,” he said. 

If it is clear the teachers are happy with 
Sanchez Hernandez, this also goes for the 
administration. “The way he spoke about 
student-teacher relations, about learning and 
how kids learn, felt like a really good match 
for us,” Interim Principal Traci Wright said. 
“I think he relates well to students, he’s 
clear, and he’s very interested in helping 
students understand physics.”

Students also felt that Sanchez Hernan-
dez was the right choice. Elise Lyght ’17 
was part of the student committee who had 
lunch with the candidate.  “He was my fa-
vorite,” she said. “I felt like I could con-
nect with him, and I could see myself being 
taught by him. He had a genuine interest in 
people.” 

Sanchez Hernandez will be the only 
person of color in the science dept. Lyght 
reflected on the psychology of the matter, 
suggesting that as a student of color, learn-
ing from teachers of color undercuts the idea 
“that all the cards are stacked against you, 
because they aren’t.  You don’t want to just 
hire someone because they are in the minor-
ity, but it’s really nice to see someone who 
is not only qualified but is, in fact, in the 
minority, because it shows other students 
that this is possible,” she said. 

Council set for next year
The Upper School Student Council elec-

tions for the next school year were held April 
29, and the results were released shortly af-
terwards. The winners were: Cole Simon 
’16 (President), Abel Sapirstein ’17 (Vice 
President), Bennett Demsky ’18 (Treasurer), 
and Eli Asdourian ’18 (Secretary).

All of the newly elected council mem-
bers are eager to begin their positions. “I’ve 
been in Senate for three years now,” said 
Simon. “I really wanted to step into more 
of a leadership role, so that I can continue 
the greatness that Senate has been doing, 
and also put into effect some of my ideas 
and ideas of my peers,” he said.

The newly elected council members are 
excited to work with each other through-
out the next year. “I think that the student 
government is a very cohesive group, and I 
think that we’re going to work well togeth-
er,” Demsky said. All of the new members 
have already worked together in the past 
year in Senate as grade representatives. 

As President, Simon hopes to facilitate 
a senate UN, a meeting between the stu-
dent governments of various private schools 
around Baltimore. He is also looking into 
new furniture for the commons or annex, 

and will continue some of the student body’s 
most beloved activities such as doughnut 
day and Homecoming.

After the candidates delivered speeches 
stating their goals and ideas in front of the 
Upper School at assembly, students were 
asked to vote in the Commons the same day 
during X block. Student representatives, 
with the help from teachers, counted the 
ballots and released the results the follow-
ing Monday in the morning announcements. 

Along with other projects, Senate is plan-
ning to affect the school in a more routine 
way. “I wanted Senate to have more of an 
impact day-to-day,” Asdourian said. Proj-
ects like funding staplers and pencil sharp-
eners in each classroom will be discussed.

Demsky is also eager to assume his new 
position. “I was in Senate this past year as 
a freshman, and I really liked the idea of 
being in government,” Demsky said.  “I re-
ally wanted another chance to represent [the 
student body].” Student council strives to 
incorporate many people’s ideas to create 
initiatives that are popular among students.

According to Simon, “Council is going 
to be a great group next year. I’ve worked 
with all of these people in Senate this year; 
we work together really well, so I’m looking 
forward to it.” 

by Isaiah Hug ’17After seven months of delay, the twenty-
fifth anniversary of Saturday in the Park fi-
nally took place May 16. The original date 
for this event was October 11, but it was 
postponed due to bad weather conditions.  

Along with traditional Saturday in the 
Park activities, new attractions included 
four adult rides, three kiddie rides, a moon 
bounce, and more than 15 games including 
skee ball and Frog- Bog. In addition, there 
were several food trucks, a craft fair, and a 
photo booth.

Musical entertainment included award-
winning band Milkshake, followed by many 
of the Middle and Upper School’s bands and 
the St. Veronica’s Youth Steel Orchestra.

During the Centennial carnival, held in 
fall of 2012, Saturday in the Park attracted 
around 1,000 people. “The Centennial car-
nival was such a success that we knew we 
had to do it again,” said Ellen Small, parent 
program coordinator.

According to Parents’ Association Pres-
ident Betsy Berner “a lot of things were 
already in place,” despite the fact that the 
Carnival had to be postponed from the origi-
nal date.

Small said that all they had to do was 
reconnect with all the vendors. The funding 
was also already organized. “The Parents’ 
Association puts money away every year 
for three years,” Small said.

“It was a beautiful day,” Small said. 
There were clear skies until only the last 
few minutes of the celebration.

Hundreds of people came to the event. 
“We had filled all parking lots multiple 
times,” Small said. As people left, more 

arrived. There were also shuttles from the 
Quarry all day long. 

“We wanted to bring the community to-
gether,” Berner said. It is safe to say they 
reached their goal, as students, alumni, par-
ents, grandparents, and faculty all came to 
the celebration. 

Small said that it is hard to find events ap-
pealing to students in kindergarten through 
twelfth grade, but the carnival manages to 
accomplish this difficult task.

The PA emphasized that Saturday in the 
Park is a ‘fun’- raiser, not a fund-raiser; it 
was a gift to the school. They were very hap-
py to sponsor the twenty-fifth anniversary. 

Overall, Saturday in the Park went with-
out a hitch. “It far exceeded our expecta-
tions.” Small said.

by Ethan Harrison ’18

photo by N. Blau ’18

By Lindsey Weiskopf ’18

News in Brief

Times’ Frank Bruni presents
book on college admissions

Frank Bruni, a New York Times columnist 
and bestselling author, came to speak at Park 
May 7 to discuss the college admissions pro-
cess. The event, sponsored by the Parents’ 
Association, introduced Bruni’s new book, 
Where You Go Is Not Who You Will Be.  

The heart of Bruni’s speech was that, ac-
cording to Max Kwass-Mason 
’17, “the exclusivity of 
Ivy League schools 
does not necessarily 
pertain to their value, 
and there are plenty of 
less exclusive schools that 
may have just as much, if 
not more, value.”

Bruni’s usual subjects, 
as an op-ed columnist, are 
political and social commentary; 
however, in his time at the 
New York Times, he has also 
been the chief restaurant 
critic and a White House 
correspondent. 

Bruni has written 
two books that made 
the Times’ best sellers 
list, Born Round—a story of 
Bruni’s own struggles with food— and Am-
bling into History—a chronicle of George 
W. Bush’s first quest for the White House. 
Where You Go is Not Who You Will Be is 

Bruni’s fifth book.
Ellen Small, parent program coordinator, 

said that Bruni contacted Park after Jenni-
fer Senior, author of All Joy and No Fun: 
The Paradox of Modern Parenting  and a 
speaker at a Park in fall 2014, mentioned 
that the school might provide a welcoming 
venue for the introduction of his new book. 

 The event, originally scheduled to take 
place in the Blaustein Lec-

ture Hall, was moved to 
the Meyerhof Theater af-
ter the original 120 tick-

ets sold out. Even with the 
move, the event space was still 

full. Small said that in addition to 
the 300 viewers in the Meyerhoff, 
a live feed was set up in the Upper 
School music room so as to accom-

modate more viewers.    
After speaking, Bruni held a 
book signing. The Ivy, a locally-
owned bookshop closeby, pro-

vided books for purchase. 
Bruni also pre-signed some 
books prior to the event.  

Although Bruni’s mes-
sage was clear, some have 
doubts about the possible 

impact. Kwass –Mason said, 
“While I will still try and apply to the so 
called elite schools, the stakes are not as 
high as I previously perceived them to be.”

 

by Abel Sapirstein ’17

photo courtesy msnbc.com

The twenty-fifth Saturday in the Park 
“fun-raiser” took place May 16, re-
scheduled from a rainy October 11.
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On April 12, 2015, Freddie Gray, a 
25-year-old Black male, sustained a spinal 
injury while in police custody. The injury 
would claim his life on April 19, 2015. 
Freddie Gray is another example of a huge 
problem America faces: police brutality. His 
death not only added another name to a long 
list of police brutality victims, but also sheds 
light on other problems that America as a 
whole needs to address. The aftermath of 
Gray’s death was filled with chaos ranging 
from burning buildings to looted stores. All 
of this chaos directed the media’s attention 
away from the peaceful protesters and the 
real problem at hand: police brutality in 
America. 

One good thing did come out of these 
riots, though: the diverse opinions about the 
nature of the riots in inner city Baltimore. 

Some asked why people felt the need to 
destroy their own neighborhoods and lo-
cal businesses, but you can’t lose what you 
don’t have. This problem of inequality stems 
from an educational and economic divide 
that isn’t just specific to Baltimore. Hardly 
any money gets invested into poor neigh-
borhoods or schools, making the children 
of these areas feel like they have no future. 

The so-called “Baltimore riots” were a 
cry for help from people who feel like they 
are being overlooked by society. If Amer-
ica doesn’t want rioting, the media needs 
to stop playing into the idea that rioting is 
the only way for oppressed people to attract 
attention. We need to focus more attention 
on creating a better education for the least 
privileged children in our cities. 

Lastly, the idea of violence against build-
ings and material objects need not divert 
attention from the real issue, wrongful vio-
lence against human beings at the hands 
of rogue police--not all police. No man 
deserves what happened to Freddie Gray. 
America needs to pull together to address 
the issue of police brutality and the underly-
ing issues that are revealed by these events. 

Let’s set an example for people like us 
and for schools like us. We don’t want to 
be the school that surrounds itself in a sub-
urban bubble. All of us deserve to be in-
formed about what is happening. We cannot 
let anyone take away the right to know just 
because it doesn’t directly affect us. Let’s 
be the school that actually involves itself 
with the city government, with people, with 
other schools and communities. Let’s be a 
school that doesn’t only support a handful 
of programs, but let’s use our education and 
involve ourselves and create our own pro-
grams, face to face with people who need 
help. The bottom line is that change is a 
necessity, and anyone who can help should 
be out there. That certainly includes us, and 
with our resources, let’s change the society 
we live in.

Even though I am a private school stu-
dent, I live in the city, and the face of pover-
ty is not foreign to me. I grew up in Hilltop, 
a small community down the street from the 
impoverished side of Park Heights. Being a 
city kid for many years of my life, I heard 
the cry of the Baltimore City high school 
students. They just wanted to be heard.

On Saturday, May 2, I went down to a 
rally at City Hall which was a celebration 
of  the indictment of the six officers who 
arrested Freddie Gray. I’ve never seen so 
many different groups of people from differ-
ent places come together in such a way be-
fore. People were dancing, singing, march-
ing, laughing, praying, and everything. I 
was on the stage with my godmother, who 
organized the speakers of the event. I was 
approached to speak on behalf of the youth.

Naturally, I was nervous. I could be seen 
on national television while the National 
Guards and police officers were standing all 
around City Hall. I swallowed my fear, put 
on my “big girl” shoes, and spoke on behalf 
of the Baltimore City youth. I addressed the 
fact that city kids need a better education 
and that we are not “thugs,” we just want 
people to hear us out. We are not angry, we 
are tired. I’m pretty sure that speaking on 
national news was the proudest moment of 
my life. 

The night of the riot, I was at home, all 
but glued to my TV watching local news 
coverage. When I first turned on the TV I 
was quickly brought up to speed about the 
events earlier in the day. After about 10 min-
utes I noticed the anchors really had no idea 
what was going on. They repeated the same 
information, and showed the same clips for 
hours, occasionally throwing new informa-
tion into the loop when it became available. 

I will admit that WBAL also talked about 
the clergy going out to the streets trying to 
settle down the rioters. WBAL also showed 
the three major gangs in the city coming to-
gether and urging the people of Baltimore to 
stop the violence. Interspersed was footage 
of peaceful protests, and the press confer-
ences that the Mayor and the Governor gave. 
I appreciated the introduction of new infor-
mation when it happened, but these topics 
were talked about rather briefly. The loop of 
old information was infernal.

Those of you who were at home watch-
ing national cable news had a different expe-
rience. Before the riots I loved CNN’s pro-
graming, but I will probably never watch it 
again. They almost exclusively showed and 
talked about rioting.  They showed the same 
CVS and police cars burning for hours, with 
narration from anchors like Wolf Blitzer, 
who rambled alongside the footage and at 
one point said he “had not seen something 
like this in a long time,” ignoring the riots 
in Ferguson a few months ago. 

After reading all of this, you may be ask-
ing why I care about how CNN does their 
reporting. I care because millions watch that 
channel every day. For many, that was the 
only glimpse of Baltimore they will get. 
If CNN is distorting the truth, it distorts 
America’s understanding of current events. 
Because of CNN’s coverage, millions of 
people learned only one thing, that CVSs are 
flammable. Jon Stewart and NPR did it right 
in the days following the riot: Stewart talked 
about the underlying problems behind the 
riots; NPR did actual reporting and changed 
gears when they had shared all they knew.

Malcolm X, over 50 years, ago put it this 
way: “The media is the most powerful entity 
on earth. [It has] the power to make the inno-
cent guilty and to make the guilty innocent, 
and that’s power, because they control the 
minds of the masses.” 

FREDDIE
GRAY

by Isaiah Hug ’17

by Alexander Eggington ’18

by Kelsey Curtis ’16

by Nile Fossett ’16

Baltimore Protests
The following are excerpts from 
student opinions submitted to 
Postscript following the death 
of Freddie Gray.

Senior Jesse Berns-Zieve, who at-
tended protests over police treat-
ment of Freddie Gray, captured 
scenes from  the march from Penn 
Station to a rally at City Hall.

photos courtesy J. Berns-Zieve ’15
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The new and improved SAT 

1. The average college-bound junior is asked if he or she is “think-
ing about college yet” approximately 2,489,473,267 times in a six-
month period. Assume there are 183 days in six months. How many 
times is the average college-bound junior asked this question per 
second?

(A) 9,446.9993  
(B) 9,447 
(C) 9,446.993 
(D) 9,446.9995 
(E) IT DOESN’T MATTER, JUST SHUT UP ALREADY!

1 1 1 1 1 1Math

7. “We look at a variety of factors in our admissions process.” (source: 
Every College, Ever) The preceding sentence most nearly means the 
college is will accept students who:

(A) Take lots of accelerated courses  
(B) Spend lots of time on their phones and then complain that they 
had to stay up until “like literally four in the morning” doing home-
work 
(C) Cry themselves to sleep over a B+ 
(D) Started an organic farm in an impoverished country, like Soma-
lia, in sixth grade 
(E) Pass the extremely objective, impartial Magic 8 Ball test

2 2 2 2 2 2Critical 
Reading

5.
Student X has a B+ average, SAT scores in the low-to-mid 600s, and 
a couple of extracurriculars. He is neither a chess prodigy nor a star 
athlete. If he applies to a certain college whose name rhymes with 
“Lardyard” and whose acceptance rate is 5.9%, what is the most ap-
propriate analogy for Student X’s likelihood of admission into this 
college?

(A) He has a snowball’s chance in a Baltimore summer
(B) He’ll get in when pigs fly
(C) He’ll get in when Hell freezes over
(D) Well, a broken clock is right twice a day…except a digital one 
whose screen is shattered
(E) There’s no [redacted] way he’ll ever get in

4 4 4 4 4 4Math

9. “Writing college essays really blows.” (Source: a first-semester se-
nior) In this sentence, the word “blows” most nearly means that col-
lege essays:

(A) Exhale air 
(B) Pump air through molten glass to create a rounded shape
(C) Suck
(D) Really suck
(E) Really, really suck

6 6 6 6 6 6Critical 
Reading

Me, myselfie, and I
Are you wiser than Eisner?

I have way too many photos of Mick 
Jagger, Jane Birkin, and Kate Moss on 
my phone (with, inevitably, some David 
Bowie mixed in. Who doesn’t need a 
little Ziggy every once and a while?). 
Anyways, I have an absurd amount of 
images. But what I don’t have in my 
camera roll are selfies. 

At this point, I really am just lost. 
Am I the only one who finds the action 
of taking selfies completely unenjoy-
able? I gave Snapchat a shot, I swear. 
My username was even “guaca-mollie.” 
(Somebody already had “guacamol-
lie,” no dash. I’m still a bit salty about 
that.) The thing was, though, that I did 
not have the energy or the self-confi-
dence to send a plethora of selfies to 
my friends and acquaintances periodi-
cally, let alone save said pictures on my 
phone. 

The Oxford English Dictionary’s 
Word of the Year for 2013 was “selfie.” 
Searching #selfie on Instagram digs up 
well over 120 million results. So, are 
we that self-interested to take so many 

pictures of our own faces a day? How does 
it continue to entertain us? After a while, 
doesn’t it lose its appeal? 

I worry that selfies are causing us to 
think too much about ourselves a day—
not in an introspective way, but rather in a 
shallow, appearance-based manner. How 
do I look? Is this a cute picture? Where’s 
the good lighting? Sure, selfies can be a 
creative outlet, one that allows people to 
express themselves through Snapchat or 
other forms of social media. But really, 
how many different faces can you make? 
How many different poses can you do? 
The style and “art” of selfies is most often 
dictated by what everyone else is doing. 
And, once a selfie is posted or sent, the 
subject of the picture has opened himself 
or herself up to the Internet world of crit-
ics. 

Apart from the style of the image itself, 
we are restricted, too, in the surrounding 
content. Snapchat only allows 31 char-
acters; Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter 
captions allow more than 31 characters, 
but with these sites there are additional 
social codes attached limiting content. 

It’s disappointing that we have cho-
cartoon by J. Renkowitz ‘18

Through an anonymous source in Princeton, New Jersey, Postscript has received four sample questions for the new SAT, as well as an essay question and an explanation of how 
scoring works.

Okay, here’s your chance. It’s probably a nice 
day, and you’re sitting in a poorly ventilated 
room in a plastic chair answering questions 
on a test that measures next to nothing. For 
25 minutes, instead of writing an essay, go 
outside and do whatever you want. Go for a 
walk. Smell the flowers. Stare into space and 
debate whether you should have a sandwich 
or a salad for lunch. But if you think about 
college, you automatically get a score of 0. 
Got it? Go!

In the spirit of the many “participation” tro-
phies this generation of test-takers likely re-
ceived just for showing up to the occasional 
t-ball game, everybody gets a 1600!

Writing8 8 88

ScoringX x x X

sen to confine ourselves to creative lim-
its, especially when we have set some of 
these limits ourselves. By going along 
with the selfie trend, we are again limit-
ing ourselves. We are using the camera, a 
powerful artistic tool, in one simple way; 
we are choosing to see the world from 
only our perspective; and we are sharing 

only our perspective with our friends, 
contacts, and followers. 

Let’s take inspiration from the likes 
of Cindy Sherman and be more creative 
and thoughtful with our selfies, or let’s 
turn the camera around, get out of our 
own heads, and think about the world 
around us.

by Mollie Eisner ’17

by Peter Coulson ’16
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The cafeteria is, without question, the ug-
liest part of our school. It is unappealing, un-
inviting, and functionally insufficient for the 
volume of students we have at Park. While 
the school has made substantial renovations 
to athletic, arts, library, and office facilities 
in recent years, the physical state of com-
munal spaces lags drastically behind. Why is 
it that a school that emphasizes community 
has devoted so little attention to social and 
dining spaces? 

As the school prepares to plan for up-
coming years, and considers what needs 
improving, the cafeteria cannot be swept 
under the rug. Unfortunately, it would be 
easy to do so—after all, who wants to donate 
to have a cafeteria named after them when 
there are more exciting facilities to build? 
Though the concept of a new cafeteria may 
not be as “sexy” as new sports fields, arts 
facilities, or STEM spaces, the value of a 
new eating space would be immense, and 
felt throughout the school.  

The cafeteria as it stands today serves 
a limited purpose, with little success. Few 
who have the choice actually choose to eat 
there, and many choose to avoid it altogeth-
er.  “I haven’t eaten in the cafeteria or annex 
since lower school,” Matthew Singer ’15, 
said. “It’s loud, gross, and the color scheme 
is drab and gloomy,” he added. He’s not 

alone. Alexis Hudes ’16 has avoided the caf-
eteria in her time at Park, citing its pervasive 
noisiness, and general lack of conduciveness 
to a pleasant lunchtime experience, choos-
ing instead to eat primarily in classrooms. 
Even those who do sometimes eat in the 
cafeteria, like Hannah Block ’15,  find it 
less than optimal. Explaining that the space 
“can be a little dingy and feel dirty at times,” 
Block describes her motivations for eating 
in the Annex as primarily social – her friends 
sometimes eat there, and she joins them.  

But the lack of a comfortable space for 
eating is only one of the serious problems 
with the cafeteria. Additionally, the size 
of the area in the cafeteria allotted for the 
“lunch line” is far too small to support the 
volume of students that pass through it at a 
time. The hard-working staff members do 
their best with the facilities they are given, 
but those facilities are inadequate. 

Students interviewed reported feeling 
cramped, and many cited long lines as a 
reason for avoiding the cafeteria. Margot 
Kahn ’15 explained that the cafeteria offers 
“a lot of variety of food options, but the 
lunch line sometimes takes up half of the 
lunch period.” Her opinion is not unique– all 
students interviewed said that the length of 
the line is a major concern, and a number 
expressed the value of changes to the area 
that could allow for greater efficiency. 

Critics of the idea say that a renovation 

is unnecessary, and that funds could be 
better used elsewhere. This isn’t to say that 
there aren’t projects worthy of the school’s 
funds—there are—but if we want to be a 
school that values community wellbeing, we 
have to work to make our spaces as physi-
cally reflective of the comfortable, inviting 
group that we pride ourselves on being. A 
redesigned cafeteria would allow for more 

efficient use of space, shorter lines, less 
lunch-related stress, and would provide a 
pleasant place for students to spend time to-
gether. The need for a new cafeteria should 
not only be considered, but should be pri-
oritized. We should not allow our school 
to have such central facilities that are so 
neglected, and we must dedicate resources 
to their renewal.  

It’s time to renovate the cafeteria
by Adam Lessing ’15

Boxed water: a new way to waste money
es, but not for the environmental 
conservation that they promise in 
bold, black text. No, we purchase 
these boxes for the sweet lies that 
they whisper in our ears. “You’ll 
be so ironic and cool,” they say. 
“We’ll go perfectly with your shirt 
that says ‘I’m Not a Hipster,’ even 
though you actually are a hipster.” 
It takes a lot to turn one of life’s 
necessities into a meaningless 
statement, but they’ve managed 
to do it. “Boxed Water is Better” 
gives water an old school charm - a 
poorly designed and useless paper 
box that got its fame from mass 
childhood frustration. They took 
that impossible-to-open design, 
replaced the milk with water, and 
quadrupled the price. 

Placing gimmicky water that 
costs twice as much as bottled wa-
ter in the school store has its vic-
tims. And these victims aren’t the 
students or faculty; they’re the par-
ents. The school knows that some 
students are going to buy into this 
stupid ploy for months before their 
parents realize that their child-hip-
ster has been consistently dropping 
$10 on water every week.

It’s also important to point out 
that the environmental conserva-
tion that they’re preaching doesn’t 
mean anything when they sell their 
product at our school. It’s a clas-
sic false dilemma—if you’re not 
for boxed water, you’re for bottled 
water, right? No, of course not. 
In fact, the whole idea of selling 
water in any container is inane. 

If you actually care about the en-
vironment, drink from the water 
fountain. It’s faster, costs nothing, 
and is best for the environment. 
But water fountains aside, let’s 
look at what they claim to have 
over bottled water. 

Firstly, they assert that their 
partnership with “1% For the Plan-
et,” an organization that donates 
1% of a company’s cash flow to the 
environment, somehow puts them 
above other water companies. It 
doesn’t. Several other water com-
panies like Fiji Water are partnered 
with the same organization. 

Secondly, they make a vague 
statement that their carbon foot-
print is smaller than that of bottled 
water companies because they 
ship their boxes flat, despite the 
fact that they haven’t released any 
real statistics. I’d contest that this 
carbon footprint reduction is any-
where near significant, because 
while bottles can’t be shipped flat, 
they can (and are) shipped in an 
efficient pallet form. 

These asinine claims of “envi-
ronmental benefit” come nowhere 
near to being worth a dollar. For 
the two dollars Boxed Water 
costs, I could purchase a plastic 
bottle of water and have the neces-
sary money left over to purchase 
enough shotgun shells to stop hy-
draulic fracturing in North Dakota 
for one to four weeks, depending 
on my aim. I’m not condoning 
mass homicide, but I’m just say-
ing—which is better for the envi-

by Ben Doyle ’17 ronment?
If you’re still reading this, 

there’s a good chance that you’re 
deeply enraged at the fact that I’m 
trying to limit your options in the 
school store for no reason. Hon-
estly, you’re probably right. Ac-
cording to Sally Hunsinger of the 
School Store, “The School Store 
wants to provide students with a 
wider variety of options, and we 
placed ‘Boxed Water’ in the school 

photo by N. Blau ’18

store to give the students an alter-
native to bottled water.” 

As I’ve said, there’s value 
behind this water apart from its 
alleged environmental benefits. 
Sure, there will likely be a handful 
of parents upset with this new op-
tion, but I’m convinced that there 
would be some parents upset by 
anything new. Putting water in a 
box is not immoral, but it sure is 
pointless. 

It certainly “takes a lot to 
turn one of life’s 
basic neces-
sities into a 
meaningless 
statement, but 
they’ve managed 
to do it.

A massive whiteboard reads 
“Bottled Water.” Ben Gott, the 
well-dressed genius, faces it. He 
gently caresses the words with 
three fingers as a bevy of business-
men hover behind him. He holds 
his hand for a brief moment over 
“Bottled.” No one takes a breath. 
He removes his hand. The board 
now reads “Boxed Water.” Several 
men gasp. One is reduced to tears. 
Money begins to pour into the 
room. This is how “Boxed Water” 
was created (probably).

We’ve all seen the new addition 
to the school store - the white box-
es boasting “Boxed Water is Bet-
ter.” We push aside the mundane 
water bottles in favor of these box-

photo by S. Weintraub
Even without the seniors on campus, and despite valiant attempts by the caf-
eteria staff, the lunch line frequently overflows because the physical space is 
inadequate.
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Community service projects abound

Over the years, many have questioned 
the school’s decision to not require service 
hours for graduation. Some believe that 
by not mandating community service, the 
administration allows students to become 
selfish and sheltered. But Park students, 
by and large, show their aptitude for self-
directed service work through a wide variety 
of service-based clubs. Some, like Habitat 
for Humanity and Pride Club, have been ac-
tive parts of the community for many years. 
Others, like Computers for Kids, Park Ser-
vice Club, Adopt A US Soldier Club, and 
Estrofun, are newer and less widely-known. 
These clubs work towards a wide range of 
causes with broad community impact.

Habitat for Humanity is known for mak-
ing refurbished homes available to those 
without them. Their work includes both 
fundraising and helping with the construc-
tion of houses. Participating in this club has 
been an eye-opening experience for many 
members.  “I think it’s important for Park 
kids to realize how privileged they are, said 
co-leader Anna-Rose Leder ’17. “By being 
in Habitat, I’ve realized that…we live in 
such a secluded world,” Leder said. Habitat 

meets on Tuesdays at X.
Pride Club, led by Upper School Span-

ish teacher Nancy Fink, is known for fos-
tering conversations on issues of gender 
and sexuality. But this club also supports 
LGBT+ rights and outreach organizations. 
The Transgender Law Center, a civil rights 
organization with a focus on transgender 
issues, and Moveable Feast, which deliv-
ers meals to the homes of people who are 
HIV positive or have breast cancer, are two 
groups Pride has helped recently. “I think 

a lot of times, the LGBTQ+ community 
gets overlooked when it comes to public 
service…it’s important that they get the help 
they need,” co-leader Connor Moore ’17 
said of Pride’s work.  Pride meets during X 
block on Mondays.

Computers for Kids, founded in 2010, is 
a group led by Upper School math teacher 
Bill Tabrisky. They meet Wednesdays dur-
ing X block to refurbish donated computers, 
which they then give to organizations and 

by Thao Kahn ’17 and 
Catie Turner ’17

individuals that need them. Aaron Eline ’17 
is one of the two leaders of the club. “We 
enjoy using computers and it’s fun to repair 
them,” Eline said. “It’s [also] positive for 
the community and allows us do what [we 
want to do].”

Park Service Club is another club that 
does work to benefit both the Park com-
munity and other communities within the 
area. Led by Upper School French teacher 
Jenny Sorel, the club’s work is oriented 
around what members are interested in. Ev-

Four from ’09 take their leave for a second time 

ery month the club takes on a new project. 
“I feel that at Park, and in Baltimore, I’m 
very unexposed to people who live differ-
ent lives than I do,” Hannah McKenzie ’17 
explained. “Through work through the Park 
Service Club, I’m exposed to people I might 
not necessarily have the opportunity to meet 
otherwise…It feels good to give back to the 
community.”

Estrofun was started in spring of 2014 as 
a space for students and faculty to discuss 

feminism and issues of gender, especially 
in the context of Park. Recently, the club 
has branched out into service by fundrais-
ing for House of Ruth, a women’s shelter 
in Baltimore. “House of Ruth supports 
women in really tough situations,” said 
Meg Piper ’17, co-leader of Estrofun. “By 
talking about the charity and donating to 
it, we’re raising awareness within the club, 
and hopefully within the community, about 
homeless women, their children, and bat-
tered women.”

The Adopt a US Soldier Club was cre-
ated this year by Leder, McKenzie, and 
Brian Malone ’17. The club works with the 
national Adopt A US Soldier organization, 
which puts groups in contact with soldiers. 
The group sends soldiers care packages and 
letters. Already 16 members strong, the club 
was formed, McKenzie said “to brighten 
the days of men and women serving for the 
United States.”

The variety of groups that have been cre-
ated within the past five years showcase the 
diversity of interests of Park students, while 
also helping people outside of the school. As 
in many areas of life here, fewer require-
ments do not prevent students from taking 
initiative. In fact, they may facilitate it.

“Through work through the Park Service Club, I’m exposed to people I 
might not necessarily have the opportunity to meet otherwise…It feels 
good to give back to the community.”
      —-Hannah McKenzie ‘17

by Lindsey Weiskopf ’18

Students find ways to participate without school mandate for required number of hours

the girls’ lacrosse teams and training the 
goalies.” 

Anja filled our admission season with en-
ergy and laughter,” said Ruthie Kalvar ’85, 
Director of Admission. “She had so much 
to offer our applicant families as a young 
alumna who remains enthusiastic about her 
Park experience. She will be missed!”

After this year, Fries plans to continue 
her education by earning a master’s degree 
and finding a job in public health.

Lyn Meyerhoff is completing a year-
long internship in Middle School 

science. “I was looking for opportunities 
here in the area, and I got a call from Rob 
Piper [Middle School science]. He asked if 
I would be willing to come back and teach 
a class,” Meyerhoff said. 

She co-teaches eighth grade life science 
with Rich Espey, coaches the Girls’ Middle 
School soccer team, and teaches a ninth 
grade wellness seminar. 

“Lyn has done an amazing job co-teach-
ing with me!” Espey said. “She has brought 
so much warmth, enthusiasm, and patience 
to our classroom, and the students adore her. 
I can’t imagine how I will ever go back to 
teaching by myself!”

While the ranks of Park employees in-
clude alumni from as far back as 1962 and 
as recent as 2010, the class with the largest 
representative group is that of 2009, with 
four former students fulfilling a number of 
important roles throughout the school. All 
four will be leaving after this school year.
Given the reaction of their colleagues, one 
can tell that the school will miss them. 

Karl Nelson stepped in as interim ad-
ministrative assistant for the Upper 

School Dean of Students after Thanksgiv-
ing break. “I was already here in different 
capacities: coaching, and doing some sub-
stitute teaching, and then I was invited to 
come and fill in for Tracey Brown, so I was 
pretty excited because I hadn’t done any-
thing in the Upper School since I had been 
back,” Nelson said. Upper School students 
and faculty will miss him in this particular 
role at the front desk. 

 “With his easy-going manner and ready 
smile, he established himself quickly, learn-
ing student names and signing late notes 
among other responsibilities of the job,” 
Patti Porcarelli, Interim Dean of Students 
,said.

“Being here was great in terms of the 
atmosphere and environment; it just isn’t 
my field, so I am happy to see that Dorrie 
Bright [Upper School science teacher] got 
this opportunity,” he said. Nelson plans to 
continue working in a career in broadcast 
journalism career in the next few years.

Bradley Williams has been a mem-
ber of Park’s faculty for the last two 

years. “I always wanted to be a teacher and 
Park allowed me to do that,” he said. Wil-
liams’ various jobs have included teaching 
music technology and a service learning 
class, both for the eighth grade. He also 
leads the extended day program for first 
graders.   

“Bradley Williams is special,” Arts direc-
tor Carolyn Sutton said. “He is a musician 
and producer, a teacher and an adviser, a 
leader and a collaborator. People flock to 
Bradley, whether they’re in a club or on a 
playground. We have been very lucky to 
have him at Park to fill a special niche in 
our music program,” she said.

“Bradley is a kind hearted, soft spoken 
guy who carries a big set list,” extended day 
director Bart Cook said. “My hope for Brad-
ley is that he will keep teaching.”

After this year, Williams plans to move 
to New Orleans to play music and continue 
his teaching career.

Anja Fries has been helping out in 
two different offices since return-

ing to Park. “I had this year where I was 
applying to graduate school and since I was 
going to be in Baltimore for nine months, 
I thought that Park would be a really great 
place to work in a nine-month job,” she said. 
For the Admission Office, Fries leads fami-
lies through the process from the perspec-
tive of an alumna. She also has assisted the 
Communications office by taking pictures, 
writing articles for the school’s website, and 
much more.

    “It was a great way for me to give back 
to Park, and be involved in the community,” 
Fries said. “I especially enjoyed coaching 

photos by N. Blau ’18
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Some stick to campus for Senior Projects 

From climbing Denali in Alas-
ka, to selling hotdogs, to helping 
in a law firm, Senior Projects are, 
for many, a rite of passage. They 
are a chance to participate in a 
hands-on learning or work expe-
rience, and then return to campus 
to share some of the experience 
with others. Mostly they happen 
off campus. This year two senior 
projects are happening on campus. 
Conducted by Radko Bachvaroff 
’15 and Max Gold ’15, and by 
Zoe Feldman ’15 and Isabel In-
gram ’15, both are collaborative 
arts projects.

Sketch Comedy Videos

Bachvaroff and Gold are mak-
ing online sketch comedy films. 
Their two advisers, Charlie Han-
kin ’06 and Josh Rifkin ’13, have 
been instrumental in their success 
so far.  “[Hankin]’s been a very 
helpful resource because he does 
this for a living, and he knows a lot 
about what you need to do in each 
of the stages,” Gold said. “But he’s 
also been helpful with the idea 
part of the video too…what you 
are trying to get the audience to 
think about.”  Their other adviser, 
Rifkin, taught them everything 
they know about editing. “Josh has 
been like, ‘you can do anything,’” 
said Bachvaroff.

For their films, Bachvaroff and 
Gold have tried many ideas, from 
wizards to radio shows. They have 
tried many different tactics, and 

by Catherine Robbins ’18 
and Dakotah Jennifer ’18

are finding their groove. “We’re 
finding our own voice and our 
own video identity,” Bachvaroff 
said.  The invention of each idea 
is a collaboration. Gold and Bach-
varoff build off of each other un-
til they find something that feels 
perfect. “It’s sketch comedy, but it 
still needs to be thoughtful,” Gold 
said.

Bachvaroff and Gold chose a 
sub-genre of sketch comedy simi-
lar to shows like Portlandia, where 
people act normally in a ridiculous 
world.  “This weird, ridiculous-
world-genre is definitely a fun one 
to commit to. It makes anything 
possible,” Gold said. The process 
consists of coming up with an idea, 
thinking, then writing. “Or we can 
just wing it … and then film and 
edit,” Gold said.  Their videos 
“have improved exponentially,” he 
said.  “Now we can take an idea 
and make it a reality that we both 
want,” Bachvaroff said. 

Bachvaroff and Gold are re-
ally enjoying the experience, “It’s 
just a way to do what we love do-
ing [even] more,” said Bachva-
roff.  The project isn’t what they 
expected.  “The biggest thing I 
wasn’t expecting is that it’s really 
hard to take an idea that’s funny 
and turn it into a funny video, be-
cause you need material or some-
thing inside the video to make it 
good,” Gold said.

Both Bachvaroff and Gold plan 
to continue making sketch com-
edy videos after senior projects 
end.  While they are both going 
off to different schools, they are 
hoping to make a couple more vid-
eos over the summer. Summing up, 

Bachvaroff said, “We know our 
way around a camera, we know 
our way around a joke.”  

Podcast Production

Also brain-storming and per-
forming on Park’s campus, Zoe 
Feldman ’15 and Isabel Ingram 
’15 record and web-post their Se-
nior Project podcasts. Feldman has 
wanted to do a senior project since 
the fifth grade when Feldman’s 
class was a large part of another 
student’s project. Now, with Feld-
man writing scripts and Ingram ed-
iting clips, they are a perfect duo. 
This hands-on learning is exactly 
what they wanted.

Though they are happy with 
their choice, choosing wasn’t easy. 
Feldman and Ingram had many 
other ideas for the six weeks, but 
many of them were impractical. 
“As my other options faded away, 
this one came into view,” Feldman 
said. Ingram and Feldman enjoy 
their freedom. 

Value of Projects

Ingram believes that Senior 
Projects are a great way to con-
tinue learning, and to immerse 
oneself in something of a different 
environment. “It ended up being 
really great, and we are learning 
a lot,” Ingram said. Ingram and 
Feldman like being in charge of 
their own schedules. “We have to 
keep each other on track,” Feld-
man said, which, Ingram says is 
“not always the easiest thing.” 

They are also free to choose 
who they are interviewing and 

on what topic to focus. Most re-
cently they have interviewed Park 
students on  the ‘Lifer’ experience. 
So far, they’ve learned a lot, in-
cluding how large the workload is. 
“It’s more work than we thought 
it would be,” Feldman said. But 
they don’t just interview and edit 
tape, every Tuesday they go down 
to WYPR and learn from profes-
sional radio hosts. 

Overall, their experience has 
been memorable, and the hands-
on learning is working for them. 
“We wouldn’t be nearly as happy 
in an office,” Ingram said. “It’s a 
great learning experience.”

Maryland festival includes animated short films
In early May, the seventeenth edition 

of the Maryland Film Festival took place 
throughout Baltimore in various locations 
including the Baltimore Museum of Art, 
the Walters Art Museum, and the Mary-
land Institute College of Art. Ticketing was 
centralized at a tent on North Avenue. The 
venues for each of the films were spread 
out making them more accessible to a wider 
audience. But while the films may have been 
accessible to many, the film’s themes and 
topics were often geared to a more mature 
audience. 

Although many of the films shown in the 
festival contained mature themes for older 
audiences that involved topics such as sexu-
ality and violence, these topics may have 
ended up being interesting for college-aged 
students. For example, this year’s “John Wa-
ters Pick” at the festival was called Killer 
Joe (directed by William Friedkin), which 
came out in 2012, and was rated NC-17, 

which means that it was probably inappro-
priate for anyone under 17. During the fes-
tival I made it to a screening of 12 animated 
shorts. Many of these shorts were creative 
and interesting.

About half of the films at the animated 
shorts screening I attended were very ab-
stract and contained plots that may have 
been hard to understand. But there were 
also several short films which included more 
straightforward plots and themes. 

One particularly interesting animated 
short was All Your Favorite Shows (directed 
by Orana). This film tells the story of a boy 
who is very interested in his mobile elec-
tronic device. But after his mother takes it 
away from him, whenever he uses it, he sees 
“frightening” images. The frightening im-
ages are of popular American movies spliced 
into the animation for less than a second, 
making a comparison between what is hap-
pening in the animation and what happens 
in each of these movies. 

While this animation might have some 

deeper underlying theme, it caught my at-
tention because it shows the comparison 
between many of the famous movies we 
watch, and how similar they are. 

Another short film that I really enjoyed 
was called Between Times (directed by Ru 
Kuwahata and Max Porter). This film was 
narrated from the perspective of a small-
town German cuckoo clock in a bakery 
shop. The clock talks about the town and 
the way she perceives it. Everything in the 
clock’s world revolves around time, and the 
speed of time is different for each person in 
the clock’s life. 

Fifteen minutes long, longer than all the 
other animated shorts, Between Times was 
able to develop its plot and the personalities 
of the townspeople. 

It’s clear that many films shown at the 
film festival were interesting and creative, 
and it was a great way for audiences to get 
a look at the films from up and coming film-
makers from around the world, including 
Maryland.

by Kendall Laughton ’18

photo courtesy of baltimoresun.com

Betty 
Medalie 
to retire

Betty Medalie has, for 17 
years, been a key member of the 
Park community: math teacher, 
department chair, tennis coach, 
and mother of technology direc-
tor Julie Medalie ’01. She has re-
cently decided to leave her roles 
as teacher and chair behind while 
still remaining at Park as a tutor 
and coach. Asked what she would 
miss most about Park, Medalie 
said, “Day-to-day, faculty... Hang-
ing out with wonderful people with 
amazing ideas,” as well as “every 
day in the classroom working with 
kids.” Connor Moore ‘17, a former 
student and advisee of Medalie’s, 
said, “She was always very kind, 
very understanding ... Her adviso-
ry was always like a second home, 
and she was definitely one of my 
favorite math teachers.” Immedi-
ately on the horizon: Medalie plans 
on spending two weeks in Alaska 
with her husband after the end of 
the school year.

photo by N. Blau ’18

by Catie Turner ’17

Gold and Bachvaroff re-
mained on campus for their 
senior project, collaborating 
on the production of comedy 
videos.

photo by N. Blau’ 18
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Rhys Joseph to take 3-D teaching post
After 41 years of teaching at Park, Garry 

Cerrone will be retiring at the end of this 
year. After years of teaching hundreds of 
classes, he will be moving on to  full-time 
relaxation and enjoyment, and because of 
this, we should all congratulate him. His 
presence as a part of this community will be 
greatly missed, but the impact he has made 
on the school will never be forgotten.

It is a sad truth that Cerrone will no lon-
ger be involved in our everyday lives, but, as 
always, when one door closes, another door 
opens. The silver lining in this bittersweet 
situation is the induction of Rhys Joseph as 
the new 3-D teacher at Park. Starting in the 
Fall, Joseph will assume Cerrone’s role in 
the 3-D studio, teaching disciplines such 
as ceramics, sculpture, woodworking and 
many others. 

Born and raised in St. Thomas in the U.S. 
Virgin Islands, Joseph came to the U.S. for 

a college education. He received his Bach-
elor of Fine Arts from Howard University, 
where he received a very traditional and 
skills-based education. From Howard, Jo-
seph moved on to get his Master of Fine 
Arts from MICA, where he received a much 
more theory and ideology based education.  
“I believe that his diverse education will be 
very helpful to his teaching,” Director of 
Arts Carolyn Sutton said. 

These two important types of education 
have already become evident in the way 
that he teaches.  “I believe strongly that 
students should spend most of class work-
ing… through, critiques, readings, and open 
discussions that help students articulate con-
ceptual ideas,” Joseph said. 

With an open mind to ideology and the 
skill-set necessary to help students execute 
their ideas, Joseph will no doubt excel at 
his new job at Park. “Rhys sees the whole 
student and values the process of making 
things just as much as the final product,” 

Musical groups present joyous Twilight concert
The Twilight Concert was not only beau-

tiful and joyous, but it was also sad. It was 
the seniors’ last vocal performance. 

The concert opened up with Jazz Collec-
tive singing “Chega De Saudade.” This per-
formance featured vocals from Zoe Feldman 
’15 and instrumental solos from Mike Fish-
man ’17, Daniel Neiman ’17, Sara Philippe 
’15, Baird Acheson’15, Ben Schenerman 
’15, and Eli Asdourian ’18. 

Following Jazz Collective were the Mad-
rigals. The Madrigals, led by Bruce Bryant, 
sang three songs with grace and rhythm.  

Next were the Vocal Chords, who sang 
“Down by the Sally Gardens,” ‘Heart-
breaker,’ and a tune that everyone loves, “I 
Do.” “Heartbreaker” featured soloist Mike 
Fishman, who hit all of  the notes perfectly 
and sang with elegance. Following “Heart-
breaker,” Alex Kalvar ’15 made hearts melt 

with a stunning solo performance on “I Do.” 
His voice was filled with passion and grace. 
It was a beautiful song to sing at his last con-
cert with Vocal Chords. Of course, through-
out all of this the rest of the Vocal Chords 
were doing their side-step-snap. 

Eightnotes had big shoes to fill following 
Vocal Chords, but filled them well. They 
opened with a short version of  “Chande-
lier” by Sia, which was done in a slow and 
mysterious way. “Sweet Dreams” came next 
with an exquisite solo from Magdalen Wulf  
’15. During “Sweet Dreams” there was also 
some fantastic beatboxing from Jennie Ja-
cobs ’17. 

Next was a Valentine-o-gram favorite, 
“Jealous” sung by Leanna Gitter ’16 with a 
little help of Ellie Cody ’15. The full version 
of this song was fun and upbeat, and had 
everyone “dancing” in their seats. This song 
also featured strong beatboxing from Mar-
ion Comi-Morog ’17 and Feldman. Clare 

Peyton ’17 sang “Lovesong” perfectly. Her 
voice was sweet and full as she hit all of 
the notes with ease. This was Clare’s own 
musical arrangement and she had everyone 
swaying as she sung. 

Park Strings then took the stage for 
two pieces. “Concerto for Two Violins in 
D minor. BWV 1043” featured Gitter on 
Viola and Kyle Tildon ’15 on Violin. All of 
the instrumentalists in Park Strings played 
with ease. The second piece performed was 
“Palladio” where all of the instrumental-
ists played with great intensity; it sounded 
beautiful. “Palladio” matched the original 
with intensity, passion, and excellent use 
of dynamics. Park Strings clearly improved 
this year.

Finally it was time for Park Singers. 
They sang “Quick! We Have But a Sec-
ond,” “Spring Song,” “Balm in Gilead,” 
and “Baba Yetu.” For “Spring Song” they 
brought everyone on stage, and it sounded 

marvelous. Soloists Bennett Demsky ’18 
and Luke Pound ’18 sounded amazing to-
gether and on their own. Their voices com-
bined well with the rest of Park Singers. 

For “Balm in Gilead” student conduc-
tor Eric Albuquerque ’16 brought lots of 
energy to the group. All of the Park Singers 
were bouncing in their places while he also 
had all of the audience bouncing along. To 
close Music Director Adele Dinerstein ar-
ranged for Park Singers and Park Strings to 
join forces for “Baba Yetu.” The song also 
featured soloists Albuquerque and Maddie 
Levine ’18. Both soloists were magnificent. 
This upbeat song was the perfect way to 
close the program. 

Thanks went out to the departing se-
niors for all of their time and commitment 
to the various groups over the years. Special 
thanks also were said to science teacher El-
liott Huntsman who headed Vocal Chords 
for the final time this year. 

by Kitt Murphy ’17

by Adam Stombler ’16

Rhys Joseph will take over Garry Cer-
rone’s 3-D studio next year.

photo by N. Blau ’18

said art teacher Christine Tillman.
Not only is Joseph a great academic addi-

tion to Park but he also has plans to become 
very involved with the entire community 
outside of his art students. 

Joseph already has plans to rearrange 
the 3-D studio to make it a place for the 
entire school to be able to use. “If the fourth 
grade teachers want to make bird houses 
with their kids, they will have a place to 
do that,” said Sutton. He wants to make the 
area inclusive to everyone so that the entire 
Park community can benefit from the space. 
“I can’t wait to see what he does with the 
studio,” Tillman said. 

As we prepare for Cerrone’s sad depar-
ture, we should all retain some enthusiasm 
to welcome Rhys Joseph into our commu-
nity. He has already proven himself worthy 
of the job, and while no one can replace 
Garry Cerrone, Rhys is sure to create his 
own legacy as the future 3-D teacher at Park.

Tuxedo releases Funk-inspired debut album
by Nikita Shtarkman ’16

On March 3, 2015, the duo Tuxedo re-
leased their first, self-titled album. Tuxedo 
is a collaboration between super-producer 
Jake One and falsetto R&B singer Mayer 
Hawthorne, which began in 2006 when the 
two exchanged mixtapes. 

Finally, nine years later, the group re-
leased a project on Stones Throw Records, 
a widely celebrated label. They created a 
very solid LP, with fun, lighthearted tracks 
dedicated to movement and dance. Although 
this album won’t redefine genres or encour-
age great thought, it is a pleasure to listen to.

From the get-go, their Funk influence 
is clearly noticeable. In fact, calling it an 
influence is an understatement; this album 
is a love letter to the glitzy gleam of the 
70’s. From the retro-reminiscent album art 

to the music videos recorded on VHS tapes, 
the group wears its inspiration on its sleeve. 
The music itself is pure funk. While it isn’t 
a novel take on the genre, it is produced 
well enough so that its uniqueness doesn’t 
matter. The execution elevates this project.

Producer Jake One brings his A-game, 
creating stimulating beats and melodies 
which bounce and bob erratically. 

Basslines form the foundation of this 
project. Every track has a powerful bass 
melody, which alternates between staccato 
strikes and long, soothing notes. This forms 
the fundamental groove of the song. 

Strings, synths, pianos, and even cow-
bells are rigorously mixed into impeccably 
stitched harmonies. Guitars strum along to 
the perpetual beat. It is a lush sea of interest-
ing tones and noises. 

photo courtesy beatjunkies.comSee Tuxedo page 10
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The Avengers falls way short of expectations
This May marked the release of The 

Avengers: Age of Ultron, yet another Marvel 
superhero movie. I walked into the theater 
expecting Marvel’s famed dynamic action 
and lifelike visual effects. I must say that I 
walked out of the movie feeling as if these 
expectations had been met. However, only 
these expectations were met.

There was one expectation that was 
left unfulfilled, that of a decent plot. I like 
to think that Marvel at least tried. In this 
film, the heroes all come together to fight 
an omnipotent force of evil that wants to 
“save” mankind by destroying it. The altru-
ism behind these villains’ actions is enough 
to make a grown man run out of the theater 
crying! Marvel even sprinkles in what its 
audience wants: “heartwarming” scenes of 
family and romance. 

Guess what; you are not going to believe 

this. In the end of the film, it is revealed that 
humans are on the verge of self-destruction 
and—wait for it—they must amend their 
ways in order to survive. Because of this 
deep and touching message, I can now truly 
say that I feel motivated to change the world. 

Now we come to the expectation of deep, 
relatable characters. Let’s just say the audi-
ence learns more about the newest models 
of the film’s corporate sponsor, Audi, than 
the characters themselves. To be fair, it must 
be hard for Marvel to come up with an origi-
nal antagonist, especially since they already 
covered aliens, gods, weapons dealers, and 
Mickey Rourke. 

But Marvel somehow broke through 
this writer’s block. Yes, they overcame the 
slump and devised the most diabolical, in-
timidating antagonist ever created: a com-
puter virus! Come on! Let’s see if you can 
do any better!

Marvel’s protagonists weren’t much 

better. The big, bad Hulk ended up being 
a big softie. Tony Stark went from being a 
self-absorbed, lovable genius to an awkward 
Frankenstein-like character. Thor was just as 
shallow as ever, and Captain America was 
too much of a goodie-two-shoes. No one 
even remembers the guy with the bow and 
arrow or the Russian assassin lady; people 
just refer to them as Jeremy Renner and 
Scarlett Johansson. 

If you’re looking for awesome special 
effects, non-graphic violence, or an Audi 
sports car, then The Avengers: Age of Ultron 
is definitely for you. However, if you are 
looking for an original film with an intricate 
plot and complex characters, then I would 
spend my money elsewhere. Let’s hope that 
in its next generation of films Marvel can 
draw from the original Iron Man and pro-
duce a superhero movie that is worth more 
than the effects produced by the latest com-
puter software.

Lamar’s brilliant third album a masterpiece of music
If there’s anything that I can recommend 

when it comes to this album, it is to listen to 
it in its entirety; only then can the music’s 
full beauty be heard. When it’s played from 
start to finish, all of the songs—beats, lyrics, 
and all—come together to create swirling, 
poetic narratives through which Lamar dis-
cusses what plagues him.

 Lamar discusses one of these issues in 
a poem that he reads repeatedly, adding a 
few more lines each time. In the final song, 
“Mortal Man,” in a staged conversation with 
the deceased rapper Tupac, Lamar finishes 
the poem. He reads, “The word was respect. 
Just because you wore a different gang color 
than mine doesn’t mean I can’t respect you 
as a Black man, forgetting all the pain and 
hurt we caused each other in these streets. 
If I respect you, we unify and stop the en-
emy from killing us.” He speaks of the need 
for unification within Black communities 
around the country to overcome arbitrary 
separations and to protect each other. It’s an 
issue that holds deep relevance with regard 
to the recent deaths of numerous Black men 
at each other’s hands, and at the hands of 
police, most recently that of Freddie Gray 
in Baltimore. Gray’s death sparked an un-
precedented coming together of the Black 
communities in Baltimore, signaling a readi-
ness to forget old conflicts and to protect one 
another from destruction.

To Pimp a Butterfly by Kendrick Lamar is 
a modern masterpiece of rap music, aestheti-

Kendrick Lamar’s To Pimp a Butterfly 
is nothing short of brilliant. The album was 
released March 16, and it marks the third 
studio album by Kendrick Lamar. It features 
a whole slew of musical artists known for 
their work in funk, electronic, or rap music. 
These artists include: Flying Lotus, George 
Clinton, Bilal, Anna Wise, Snoop Dogg, and 
Dr. Dre. The record runs for a total of 80 
minutes all split up into 16 tracks, but those 
80 minutes go fast. 

The album’s brilliance is evident from 
the first song to the final fade out. The music 
is full of intricately woven lyrics flowing 
perfectly through unique and ever-changing “My defense mechanism tells me to 

get him
Quickly because he got it
It’s a recession, then why the f*** he 

a king of diamonds?
No more living poor, meet my four-

four
When I see ‘em, put the per diem on 

the floor
Now Kendrick, know they’re your 

co-workers
But it’s gon’ take a lot for this pistol 

to go cold turkey
Now I can watch his watch on the 

TV and be okay
But I’m on the clock once that 

watch landin’ in LA
Remember steal from the rich and 

givin’ it back to the poor?
Well that’s me at these awards.”

cally and artistically pleasing, brilliant in its 
articulation of the issues of being Black in 
America.  The melodies flow and the beats 
thump along, producing a platform on which 
the lyrics dance and intrigue us with meta-
phors, rhythms, and rhymes. Despite the al-
bum’s total run time of 80 minutes, I think 
that those who listen to it can agree with 
me in saying that I wish there were more. 

photo courtesy theguardian.com
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by Ross Greenberg ’16

by Graham Rubin ’16 beats and melodies. Every song has its own 
distinct sound, with its own intriguing melo-
dies, beats, and rhythm switches, but when 
played in succession, they blend beautifully. 
Lamar’s lyrics add a whole new layer. His 
lyrics are dense and enchanting. The sheer 
density of his raps is amazing; the meta-
phors, references, and connections pile up 
with impressive magnitude; when stacked 
they act as the layers of color in a paint-
ing, accumulating to create a masterpiece. 
A great example of this is in the song “In-
stitutionalized” where Kendrick discusses 
the inability to lose a hood mentality after 
reaching fame:

cartoon by Nikita Shtarkman ’16

Tuxedo’s first album shows strong funk influence
It never feels as if there was depth or instru-
mentation lacking. 

Hawthorne contributes a voice which fits 
perfectly over this soundscape. His great-
est power is his versatility. He showcases 
both a rapid, reckless falsetto, and a slower, 
more traditional style. Often his verses are 
sung in chorus, with highly layered backing 
vocals added on specific lines and refrains. 
Sometimes, Hawthorne breaks into impro-
vised riffs, adding an organic, free flowing 

nature to the otherwise calculated, quanti-
fied rhythms. 

My personal favorite song on this proj-
ect is “Do It”. This is a relentless track, 
with a persistent groove. Hawthorne hangs 
above the busy instrumentation, singing a 
straightforward melody that might be the 
catchiest on this whole project. In the mid-
tones, there is a repeating synth riff, which 
pierces through the smooth bass harmony 
and punches through the speakers.  Another 
highlight on this album is “The Right Time”. 

Hawthorne shows true range on this song, 
switching rapidly between his mellow, suave 
intonation and his spirited, effusive delivery. 
The rhythmic, staccato guitar strumming 
perfectly contrasts with the fluid melodies 
and backing instrumentation.

Overall, the LP is a fun romp through 
a funk soundscape, which engages the lis-
tener. One can’t help but move with the 
percussion and basslines. Records like this 
reinforce one strong sentiment: summer 
can’t come soon enough.

Overall, the LP is “a fun romp through 
a funk soundscape 
which engages the 
listener.

Tuxedo continued from p. 9
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As always, Ravens General 
Manager Ozzie Newsome excelled 
in the NFL draft. The Ravens es-
sentially received three first-round 
picks in this year’s draft in Bre-
shad Perriman, Maxx Williams, 
and Carl Davis. These players, 
the Ravens’ first three draft picks, 
were at some point projected to be 
picked in the first-round. 

With his first selection, New-
some surprised many by selecting 
UCF wide receiver Breshad Per-
riman. Prior to the draft, analysts 
predicted the Ravens would select 
running back Melvin Gordon, cor-
nerback Marcus Peters, or wide 
receiver Jaelen Strong. Not one 
expert mock draft envisioned Per-

Three first round picks for the Ravens
by Spencer Levitt ’18 riman coming to the Ravens.

When NFL commissioner 
Roger Goodell announced Perri-
man as the 26th overall pick, few 
had heard much about him. ESPN 
analysts were not very encourag-
ing about Perriman, in particular 
all the drops he had in college. 
However, what they failed to men-
tion was the speed, huge frame, 
and potential that Perriman brings 
with him to the Ravens.

Perriman, who stands at 6-foot-
3 and weighs 214 pounds, skipped 
his senior year to declare for the 
draft. His 2014 statline at UCF was 
quite impressive, as he had 50 re-
ceptions, 1,044 yards, and 9 trips 
to the endzone. Those are excellent 
statistics for a college wide receiv-
er. To compliment his size, Perri-

man showcased a 4.25 second 40-
yard dash at his pro day. Perriman 
seems like the perfect fit for the 
Ravens, who are always in need 
of big receivers. The only concern 
with Perriman is his number of 
drops he in college. Pro Football 
Focus reports that Perriman had a 
drop rate of nearly 14 percent in 
college, a surprisingly bad number 
for a player of his caliber. “At the 
end of the day, I know what I can 
do,” Perriman said. “I know that I 
can catch.” 

The Ravens made a big move 
in the draft when they traded up 
three spots in the second round to 
snag top tight end Maxx Williams. 
Some analysts thought he would 
be selected by the Ravens in the 
late first round. Tight end was an-

other glaring need for the Ravens, 
since Owen Daniels followed for-
mer Ravens offensive coordinator 
Gary Kubiak to the Broncos, and 
Dennis Pitta is uncertain about 
whether he will play this upcoming 
season. Like Perriman, Williams 
is a huge target for Joe Flacco at 
6-foot-4 and 250 pounds. With the 
only other tight ends prior to the 
draft being Crockett Gillmore and 
Phillip Supernaw, Williams will 
need to be a reliable pass-catcher.

The Ravens brought home an-
other first round caliber pick in the 
third round, when they selected 
defensive tackle Carl Davis, who 
at one point was also a projected 
first-rounder. Weighing in at 320 
pounds and standing at 6-foot-5, 
Davis looks to be a force on the de-

fensive line. “There’s nobody that 
can stop me. I just feel like I’m 
that much of a dominant player,” 
Davis said. “I’m so motivated right 
now because I was expecting to go 
[first or early second round]. I feel 
like I’m one of the best defensive 
tackles in this year’s draft.”

“If we had imagined this draft 
beforehand, we’d be very, very 
excited,” Assistant General Man-
ager Eric DeCosta said. “we got 
it, and it looks great on paper. But 
hopefully, it looks good in person 
as well.” 

While of course nobody can say 
for certain how the 2015 Ravens 
draft class will pan out, it does 
look to be outstanding, as they 
picked three players with first-
round talent.

Strong group of seniors play final games

--Spencer Levitt ’18

Girls’ Varsity Lacrosse had a very strong 
season this spring with a senior-heavy team. 
The Bruins finished the regular season in 
fourth place in the IAAM B Conference 
with a conference record of 9-5.  The Bru-
ins advanced to the playoffs and resound-
ingly defeated fifth seed Seton Keough, a 
team they had fallen to twice in the regular 
season, 13-3.

Ultimately, on May 7 the Bruins fell 
to Glenelg Country 12-8 in a close, hard 
fought semifinal contest. Park, however, had 
handed Glenelg its only conference loss all 
season with a thrilling 10-9 home victory 
April 7.

“Even though we didn’t make it to the 
championship game, I thought that this sea-
son was extremely successful,” said senior 

Girls’ Lacrosse

Boys’ Lacrosse

In the words of Captain and number-one 
pitcher Jake Palumbo ’15, 2015 “was a great 
year for Park Baseball.” While the Bruins 
finished a game short of the playoffs, with a 
record of 8-10, the team this year displayed 
an impressive work ethic, solid run produc-
tion, and a powerful sense of camaraderie. 

He praised the level of chemistry pos-
sessed by this year’s team. “There was a 
mutual respect and friendship between the 
older guys and younger guys,” Palumbo 
said. “It didn’t matter what grade you were 
in; we were all Park Varsity players.”

Park won several crucial games, includ-
ing one against Glenelg on May 1 where 
Kyle Chang ’15, Matt Stefanak ’15, and 
Zach Charles ’17 lifted the Bruins over the 
Dragons in an 11-10 thriller that went into 
extra innings. 

While it was heroics that won the Bru-
ins that specific game, the team relied on 
the fact that everyone would step up and 
contribute. 

Palumbo echoed this as well: “Our lineup 
was solid and production was expected any-
where in the order.” The Bruins had five 
players who hit over .300, including Pa-
lumbo, who posted an extraordinary .538 
batting average. 

Even though the team didn’t reach the 
MIAA B Conference playoffs, there will be 
a talented group of returning players next 
year led by sophomores Zach Charles and 
Devin Lowe, as well as freshman Spencer 
Levitt. This group could lead the Bruins to 
the playoffs in the coming seasons.

But a trophy might not even be the most 
important thing. “[While] we didn’t make 
the playoffs or win a championship, we were 
successful,” Palumbo said. “We improved 
significantly from day one and we grew to-
gether and individually as young men, while 
continuing to love the game.”

Baseball goalie and co-captain Lexi Kuntz. “Not 
only did everyone support one another, but 
also every single player improved tremen-
dously.” 

The Bruins’ biggest strength was its de-
fense which, according to Kuntz, was the 
best in the conference. Emily Berner ’16 
provided solid defense throughout the whole 
season.

Offensively, captains Natalie Rudin ’15 
and Sabina Diaz-Rimal ’15 provided more 
than enough spark to carry the team to 11 
total wins. Kenya Boston ’18 also was an 
important contributor, and is poised to con-
tinue to excel in the seasons to come. 

“The offense improved tremendously 
[over the course of the season] making sure 
that every single player was incorporated in 
each play,” Kuntz said.

This season especially meant a lot to the 
core group of seniors on the team who have 
spent four years in the program. 

“Park Lacrosse has had a huge impact 
on my life,” Kuntz said. “Each year was 
more exciting than the previous and my 
last year was by far the best.”

--Jack Sheehy ’17

Boys’ Varsity Lacrosse finished the regu-
lar season in fourth place in the MIAA B 

Conference with a conference record of 6-3. 
They advanced to the semifinals, where they 
fell 15-12 to Archbishop Curley in a hard 
fought game.

 Perhaps their biggest game was their first 
playoff game. It was the first time the team 
had been to the playoffs since 2011, and it 
was the last game at Park for long-time head 
coach Lucky Mallonee ’62. They beat An-
napolis Area Christian School 13-11. 

The coaching staff had eight seniors to 
work with this year, all of whom started at 
some point this year, three on defense. “We 
had the best defense in the conference with 
Jelani Robinson ’15, Ben Busch ’15, and 
Jeff Jordan ’15,” said senior Sam Friedman.

“The biggest loss is our 3-year starter, 
and 2-time all-conference goalie and cap-
tain, Justin Wyda [’15]. He’s one of the 
best goalies in Park lacrosse history and 
will leave big shoes to fill,” Friedman said. 

Friedman, a captain, also explained that 
Park should continue this success for years 
to come, with most of the offense returning, 
led by Eli Friedman ’16 who had 45 goals 
this season and was recently selected as an 
MIAA all-conference award winner. 

S. Friedman noted that goalkeeper Sam 
Cordish ’17 has the ability to make the tran-
sition from goalie to goalie nearly seamless. 
Hank Zerhusen ’16, Bennett Abrams ’17, 
and Alex Willard ’16 will have to play at 
their best and contribute heavily again next 
year. Friedman also noted we can expect 
more to come from Gabe Semenza ’17, 
Ethan Greenberg ’17, and Brian Malone  
‘17.

This season was a tribute to Mallonee. 
“Everything we did, we did because of him, 
and for him. I’m proud of how far we made 
it and only wish we ended his career with a 
win,” Friedman said. 

Lucky Mallonee’s final season as the 
Park Varsity Lacrosse coach has come to 
an end. Throughout the season, Mallonee’s 
team won every game they were expected 
to, as well as upsetting Sts. Peter and Paul 
in overtime. 

This was an emotional season for many 
players, particularly seniors. “When I trans-
ferred to Park in ninth grade, I struggled 

--Bennett Demsky ’18

to find friends and my social scene for a 
little while,” Friedman said. “Except for that 
spring, the lacrosse team was my first home 
at Park School. It means more to me than 
almost anything else. I love Park lacrosse 

photo courtesy Brownie

K. Boston ’18 and S. Diaz-Rimal ’15 begin to form a double-team to slow down 
Friends Central’s transition.
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This Just-in
by Jack Sheehy ’17

Integrity

On January 19, the New 
England Patriots hosted the 
Indianapolis Colts in the 
AFC championship game. 
After a close first half, the 

Patriots won handily, 
45-7. 

In the days following 
the game, the Patriots were accused of 
purposely inflating 11 out of 12 game-
balls with less air pressure than the NFL 
rules mandate, making the ball easier 
to grip, throw, and catch. According to 
some sources around the league, in their 
game against the Ravens the week before, 
footballs were also under-inflated. “De-
flategate” was born. 

New England’s coach, the always-
deceiving Bill Belichick, who had been 
embroiled in another cheating scandal, 
“Spygate,” in 2007, gave a rather odd 
‘scientific’ press conference trying to de-
fend his team. Patriots quarterback Tom 
Brady also denied any wrongdoing and 
basically laughed off the accusations.

Now, however, Brady is not laughing. 
The NFL hired investigator Ted Wells to 
look into the allegations. Wells’ May 6 
report found that the footballs were, in 
fact, intentionally deflated and that Brady 
almost definitely had knowledge of this. 
The Patriots were fined heavily, Brady 
has been suspended four games, and the 
team has lost two draft picks.

Ultimately, in every athletic competi-
tion, winning is the goal. This brings out 
the competitive nature in every individ-
ual. If you don’t work as hard as you can 
to win, both mentally and physically, you 
won’t be as successful an athlete

There is a fine line here, and it’s a 
challenging one to walk. It’s clear that 
Tom Brady and the Patriots crossed this 
line and failed to strike the right balance. 
The entire New England team has been 
subject to a lot of public scrutiny for this, 
but, in reality, few were actually involved. 
By having the footballs under-inflated, 
Tom Brady let down his teammates who 
played the game the right way and actu-
ally worked hard for a Super Bowl win.

Of course, Park athletes do not and 
will never receive the same kind of atten-
tion that the Patriots do. This, however, 
does not mean that this scandal cannot 
teach us to be better athletes, teammates, 
and competitors. 

The lesson to be learned is simple: the 
“win at all costs” mentality exhibited by 
Brady and his accomplices is detrimen-
tal to the integrity of the game. Cheating 
detracts from the hard work and honesty 
of those who truly deserve to win. 

As athletes, instead of always trying 
to “win at all costs,” we should rather try 
to preserve the integrity of winning and 
ensure that it’s a worthy goal.

On our Junior Varsity Soccer team this 
past fall, I played middle defender and 
served as co-Captain. I heard my fair share 
of smack talk on the field. Having been 
taught to let my play do the talking, I almost 
never took any ‘smack’ seriously. There was 
one exception. A forward for Sts. Peter and 
Paul had a particularly loud mouth and a 
distinct lack of filter. After a very physical 
play near our goal, I cleared the ball out 
to our midfielder. My eyes moved up field. 
Behind me, getting up off the ground, mak-
ing his way back up the field, their forward 
began talking trash as he passed me. 

It was just two short words that managed 
to make me turn my head. After all my years 
of letting everything just pass over me, all 
it took was a couple of words: “F***ing 

by Zach Charles ’17 Jew,” rang from his angry open-mouth. Like 
I said, not much, just two words, but behind 
those were years of bigotry, anti-Semitism, 
and ignorance. I felt that if I didn’t look over 
my shoulder at the face that those words 
came from, I would have been making it 
just a little bit worse than it already was. If 
I didn’t acknowledge its presence, it would 
only grow. I turned and stared him down as 
he passed by.

Perceived locally from its founding as 
a “Jewish school” despite our equally his-
toric diversity and secularity, this perception 
makes the kind of incident I experienced not 
so unusual, unfortunately. Sports have long 
been used as a platform to create change 
in a culture that throws hate and ignorance 
around like two friends tossing a ball. One 
has only to look at legends such as Jackie 

Robinson, Roberto Clemente, and Bill Rus-
sell to see what greatness off the field can 
be achieved by those who are also great on 
it. These men battled racial inequality by 
demonstrating athleticism. 

But this incident made it clear to me that 
fighting ignorance is a long battle, that hate 
multiplies if ignorance flourishes. It’s not 
that things haven’t gotten better, they ab-
solutely have, but this incident showed me 
that although more tolerance and inclusivity 
exist than ever before, it’s still important 
to remind yourself to channel your inner 
Jackie, Roberto, and Bill to face down big-
otry. The incident last fall shocked me, but it 
also leads me to the realization that creating 
tolerance is an ongoing battle and true great-
ness lies in being the one who demonstrates 
the futility of bigotry. 

When smack talk goes too far HI-JACKED

The game of baseball, whether you love 
it or hate it, is a key part of the journey that 
America has taken through the twentieth 
century and continues to take now. And 
that is why I believe it is fitting that in the 
midst of the debate that surrounds our city, 
a debate that carries the full weight of the 
injustice, inequality, and institutionalized 
bias of this country, lies a baseball game.

On Saturday April 25, after an Orioles 

The Orioles' Adam Jones runs to second base on a double during the eighth 
inning on Wednesday, April 29, 2015, at Camden Yards. The game was closed 
to the public due to unrest in the city this week. 

Kenneth K. Lam/Baltimore Sun/TNS

by Bennett Demsky ’18

Cancelling baseball was right
The Orioles played to an empty stadium, but the team understood the bigger picture

game, fans were told to stay in the stadium 
for 25 minutes after the game because of 
the protests that had turned violent outside 
Camden Yards. But this was only the begin-
ning. On the following Monday and Tues-
day, games were canceled when riots broke 
out in various places across the city. After a 
decision by MLB commissioner Rob Man-
fred, on Wednesday April 29, the Orioles 
made baseball history by playing a game 
against the White Sox that was closed to 
the public. 

While this decision was a big deal from 

a baseball point of view, the impact it had 
was marginal when compared to the reasons 
for the game being closed to fans in the first 
place, and even those reasons are relatively 
miniscule when looked at next to the causes 
of the riots: the systematized wrongs in our 
society.  

These sentiments were expressed by 
Orioles Vice President John Angelos, who 
stated eloquently that “inconvenience at a 
ballgame [is] irrelevant in light of the need-
less suffering government is inflicting upon 
ordinary Americans,” and that his greatest 
concern is focused on the cause of the riot-
ing, which while directly linked to the death 
of Freddie Gray, is built upon decades of 
political and economic injustice towards 
African-Americans. Angelos is entirely 
correct. Not only must we realize that a 
mere game pales in comparison to what is 
right, we must also acknowledge, discuss, 
and work to fix the prejudices and racisms 
embedded in our society.

And so I ask you to wait patiently as the 
Baltimore Orioles work to overcome their 
losing record, and watch as our city’s base-
ball team triumphs in the face of adversity, 
just as our city and our country must as well.  
We must apply the same enormous human 
effort to win that the Orioles will in order to 
heal our city and end the hatred, bigotry, and 
injustice that is too prevalent in our country.

In Shoeless Joe, the baseball novel that 
inspired the movie Field of Dreams, author 
W.P. Kinsella writes, “Baseball is the most 
perfect of games, solid, true, pure and pre-
cious as diamonds...Colors can change, lives 
can alter, anything is possible in this gentle, 
flawless, loving game.” If only Kinsella’s 
words could be said about not just a game, 
but about the world we live in today.  If only 
America could be as simple and beautiful as 
its favorite pastime.


